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Arab-Israeli Conflict

Bassel Ghattas

Outraged lawmakers call to penalize Arab MK over Gaza flotilla participation

damascus gate

Stabbed Border Police officer regains consciousness, remains in serious condition

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu at the weekly cabinet meeting on Sunday

Netanyahu on UN Gaza report: Israel is not guilty of war crimes

idf gaza
Breaking down the UNHRC report on 2014 Gaza war

- **UN Security Council**

  *Israel calls UN Gaza war report 'politically motivated and morally flawed from the outset'*

- **Diaspora**
  - **Jews Princeton**

    *After Exodus, making their own way in America*

- **Limmud FSU**

  *Rekindling the Jewish flame*

- **IGOR PLOTNITSKY**

  *‘Let My People Know!’*

- **Delhi terror attack**

  *India steps up security amid terror threats against Israelis*

- **Top rebel leader accuses Jews of masterminding Ukrainian revolution**

- **Middle East**
  - **Nasser al-Qasabi**

    *Death threats for Saudi satirist who fights ISIS with laughs*

  - **ISIS**

    *WATCH: ISIS sends child jihadis to fight in cages in new recruitment video*

  - **Tehran**

    *Iranian parliament bill may put stick in the spokes of nuclear negotiations*

  - **Taba crossing**

    *Egypt names new ambassador, last one recalled in 2012*

  - **IAF aerial show**

    *IAF chief: We will attack Hezbollah, Hamas targets in civilian areas if necessary*

- **Business & Innovation**

  - **Health & Science**

    *Security Camera*

    *Researchers find surveillance cameras are beneficial to patients, staff in psychiatric hospitals*
Pregnant woman

Israeli hospital: 'Worth trying' hypnotism to help women in childbirth, other procedures

A doctor stands with stethoscope in this undated handout photo.

Health Scan: When a twin fetus ‘disappears’

Tel Aviv Marathon participants run the race in 2014
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Life and Environment, overseeing 130 Israeli green groups, celebrates 40 years

earth

Israeli conservationist launching new platform to save at-risk global hotspots
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Arava gas spill tops list of environmental offenses
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EU ambassadors visit Green Knesset ahead of COP-21 climate summit
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IDF Soldiers

Wounded soldiers, Soroka medical staffers raise money to expand emergency, trauma department
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earth

Israeli conservationist launching new platform to save at-risk global hotspots
Mahaneh Yehuda market

Significant drop in 2014 produce exports caused by weakened ruble
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Patrick Modiano
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Aliya Arrivals: On the cutting edge of robotic technology
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Books: Defining the enemy
The Monument to the Ghetto Heroes in Warsaw.

**Books: Once Upon A Time In Russia**

The Monument to the Ghetto Heroes in Warsaw.

**Books: The Book of Aron**

- **In Jerusalem**
  - The Israeli Opera
  - *Love on a kibbutz*
  - Mount of Olives
  - This week in Jerusalem
  - Nir Barkat
- Unscheduled reading
- Israel and Palestinian flags
  - On the same side?

- **Metro**
  - Zichron Ya’acov
  - Vacationing in Zichron Ya’acov
  - Dolin Melnick
  - A golden ticket to the runway
  - The AACI-Cohen Library
  - For your reading pleasure
  - Beit Hatfutsot
  - Their family stories

- **Experts Opinion**
  - Washington
    - A model for resolving clashes between Jewish and liberal values
  - Beijing
    - Delhi, Beijing must fight terror together
  - Ukraine
    - Russia and Islamic State – time for action
JABER HAMOUD (second left), head of the Druse and Circassian Local Councils Forum, protests in Sajur

Arm the Syrian Druse - we owe it to their Israeli kin

IVRIT

Rinat Gabbay

A Loving Hug

Carrying on Hadar’s legacy

A home in Kiryat Hayovel

Living underground

Meeting the men of the Women of the Wall

Blogs

Yomin Postelnik

The definition of marriage

Alexander Boot

Daniel Barenboim would kill for a Nobel Peace Prize

Ira Sharkansky

A changing country

Robin Nettelhorst

Question

Bonnie Riva Ras
Hard Landing

- **Christian News**
  - **Pope Francis.**
    - Pope: Why didn't the allies bomb the railway lines to Auschwitz?
  - **Arson on Church**
    - 'Christian pilgrims reconsidering visits to Israel after suspected church arson'
  - **South Carolina**
    - Nine killed in shooting at historic Charleston church
  - **Church of the Multiplication following suspected arson**
    - Suspected arson on Church of the Multiplication in the Galilee
  - **Golden State Warriors guard Stephen Curry**
    - Stephen Curry's mother: Trip to Israel 'transformed' my life

- **Green Israel**
  - **Community**
    - **KKL-JNF**
      - Green Leadership Classroom Inaugurated at Dimona School
      - Eitan Levav Scenic Lookout Inaugurated in Adamit Park
      - Cherries in the Negev: If You Will it, It is No Dream
      - Healing Garden Dedicated at the Dana-Dwek Children’s Hospital in Tel Aviv
  - **International Cooperation**
    - **KKL-JNF**
      - Italy’s National Day at EXPO 2015
      - The Ambassadors’ Club of Israel Tours the Galilee with KKL-JNF
      - The International Solidarity Mission Says Goodbye in Jerusalem
Chinese Ambassador Visits the Israel-China Friendship Forests

- **Ecology**
  - KKL-JNF
  - New Bio-filters Purify Surface Runoff Water for Reuse
  - KKL-JNF
  - Future Tour Guides Discover the Negev with KKL-JNF
  - KKL-JNF
  - The Shamir Drilling Project
  - KKL-JNF
  - Graduation Ceremony for Rosh HaAyin’s Volunteer Firefighters

- **KKL-JNF WorldWide**
  - KKL-JNF
  - JNF Canada Pays Tribute to the Honourable John Baird
  - KKL-JNF
  - From Sunny Israel to Cold Canada
  - KKL-JNF
  - Walking for Water with KKL France in the Mountains of Eilat
  - KKL-JNF
  - JNF Ontario Community Mission Tours the Western Negev

- **Innovative Research**
  - KKL-JNF
  - The Negev Conference on Agricultural Research and Development
  - KKL-JNF
  - Arava Open Day: Food Security for Israel and the Entire World
  - KKL-JNF
  - Living Green in Israel: the Contest and the Winners
  - KKL-JNF
  - Addressing Climate Change Conference

- **KKL-JNF**
  - Green Leadership Classroom Inaugurated at Dimona School
- **KKL-JNF**
  - **Eitan Levav Scenic Lookout Inaugurated in Adamit Park**
- **KKL-JNF**
  - **Cherries in the Negev: If You Will it, It is No Dream**
- **KKL-JNF**
  - **Healing Garden Dedicated at the Dana-Dwek Children’s Hospital in Tel Aviv**

- **Aliyah With NBN**
  - **Oleh Spotlight**
    - **Nefesh B Nefesh**
      - **An Olah Reports From Nepal**
    - **Nefesh B Nefesh**
      - **How One Oleh is Helping to Transform the Way People Drink Water**
    - **Nefesh B Nefesh**
      - **From Think Tank to Environmental Consultant**
    - **Nefesh B Nefesh**
      - **Award Winning Designer Launches Career as Wedding Dressmaker**
  - **Working In Israel**
    - **Nefesh B Nefesh**
      - **How Natalie Edwards Built a Successful Career in Israel’s Startup Industry**
    - **Nefesh B Nefesh**
      - **5 Tips to Land a Job in Israel**
    - **Nefesh B Nefesh**
      - **Starting Your Own Business in Israel: Real Life Examples**
    - **Nefesh B Nefesh**
      - **5 Strategies for Finding Your Professional Place in Israel**
  - **Family Life**
    - **Nefesh B Nefesh**
      - **36 Hours in Southern Israel**
    - **Nefesh B Nefesh**
      - **Food Shopping In Israel**
Nefesh B Nefesh

*How Women Can Have it All in Israel*

Nefesh B Nefesh

*The Eisenberg’s Long Journey Home*

- **Retiring In Israel**
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
    *Why Retirees are Thriving in Israel*
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
    *Thanks to Aliyah video*
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
    *6 Frequently Asked Questions about Israeli Healthcare*
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
    *Starting Over in Israel*

- **Live Love Israel**
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
    *Sam Eisenberg: From Nativ to Aliyah*
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
    *WATCH: Why Olim #LiveLovIsrael*
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
    *5 Ways that Olim Kick Back*
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
    *VIDEO: Are you ready for the South?*

- **NBN News**
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
    *Make yourself at home... in Israel*
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
    *NBN Announces Bonei Zion Prize Recipients for 2015*
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
    *NefeshB’Nefesh Provides Services to Bnot Sherut*
  - Nefesh B Nefesh
'Israel used virus to spy on hotels which hosted Iran nuclear talks'

Arab-Israeli Conflict

By MICHAEL WILNER
'Israel used virus to spy on hotels which hosted Iran nuclear talks'

- [Report: Israel spied on US nuclear talks with Iran](#)
- [Israeli cabinet unanimously opposed to Iran framework...](#)

Duqu virus may have allowed theft of computer files, eavesdropping on rooms, reports Wall Street Journal.

WASHINGTON – A cybersecurity firm has identified breaches in its software at three luxury Swiss hotels from a virus considered a hallmark of Israeli intelligence operations. The three hotels hosted the Iran nuclear talks.

Kaspersky Lab ZAO discovered the virus at the three hotels where world powers and Iran
held negotiations over its nuclear program in the past year, the Wall Street Journal reported on Wednesday.

According to its report of the investigation, Kaspersky crosschecked thousands of hotels in search of similar breaches and found only three. The firm declined to name the hotels, but the negotiations have been held in just six hotels in Switzerland and Austria since the diplomatic effort first began.

Kaspersky has concluded that the perpetrator was a sophisticated virus known as Duqu, which allows its handlers to monitor activity, steal computer, files and eavesdrop on the rooms in which computers are operating.

The company also reported that the front desks of the hotels had also been hacked, which the Journal said would allow the hackers to identify the room numbers of specific delegates and ministers.

Neither the Prime Minister’s Office nor the Foreign Ministry would comment on the report.

US officials publicly accused Israel of spying on the talks back in 2014 and have repeated those allegations on multiple occasions since. Israel’s intelligence effort, they say, began in 2012, when the Obama administration first opened a covert channel with Tehran.

Addressing the annual Herzliya Conference this week, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu lamented Israel’s absence at the negotiating table, given the impact a deal would have on the Jewish state.

“No one from this region, except Iran, is at the negotiating table,” Netanyahu said. “Somebody once said: ‘If you’re not at the table, you’re on the menu.’ The states with the most at stake are not even in the room.”

Two years of negotiations among the US, Britain, France, Russia, China, Germany and Iran produced a political framework agreement in April at the Beau-Rivage Palace Hotel in Lausanne.

Diplomats hope to conclude the talks with a final, comprehensive agreement See BANS, Page 10 sealed by June 30.
Fritz Kohlhaas • 10 days ago
Hey, Obama and his cronies spy on everybody!

elle909 • 10 days ago
That makes no sense, what could any one gain by infiltrating the hotels computers
May be the guest list, and thats where it ends

Luke Bandolino • 12 days ago
How do they know it wasn't the chinese? They too spy on USA and wanted to know what was discussed between Kerry and the iranians.

shaukat ➔ Luke Bandolino • 11 days ago
as it is mentioned in the Jerusalem post, you can count it as an advertisement of Israel's computer espionage prowess.

shaukat • 12 days ago
irony of the situation, people actually believe that Iran and Israel are enemies, when the opposite is true. They are are the best of friends. People have been hoodwinked by both parties for such a long time, that people actually believe in their animosity. It is a WWE farce on a global level. I had predicted 15 years ago, that Israel and USA is not going to attack Iran, not because they are scared, but, because they are the one and the same. 2 sides of the same coin.

Luke Bandolino ➔ shaukat • 12 days ago
By your logic, I guess Russia must be a friend of Ukraine, too.

shaukat ➔ Luke Bandolino • 11 days ago
This is simple historical knowledge, and when is Russia an enemy of Ukraine??
I do agree they have their differences, the matter was aggravated by America. That is why Europe is least concerned about this situation and is only toeing USA line. Why is Putin not worried??
Read about the history of Islam and creation of the Shia sect in proper perspective and the role of jews living in Arabia in that time. How come Israel attacked the reactor in Iraq and not Iran? where the majority population is shia, but the government in power was Sunni. How come jews visit Iran to this day through countries like Panama, and I know for a fact that they have extensive investment in Iran. There is so much going on beneath the surface and people are so naive in the east and the west, as they are totally under media influence, which by the way is controlled by the jews. Did anyone file a case against the secretary of state of USA, when it became open knowledge that the premise of the Iraq war was based on lies, and millions died. Everything is a lie and people just follow what is fed to them blindly.

elle909 • 12 days ago
This story makes no sense at all
What could any one gain from bugging hotel computers
One thing they might get is the guest list

Annabeth · 12 days ago
Obama has no business accusing Israel of undermining diplomacy. Just this past week he all but threatened the Supreme Court judges not to pass his health care bill, it's disgusting... And to prematurely start blaming Israel? Gosh, I'm grateful Israel isn't letting him push them around, especially on matters that are more their concern then his.

ravtodot · 12 days ago
Israel should have been invited to send a representative to the talks. It had a right to be there.

Nancy Beckham → ravtodot · 12 days ago
and what right is that?

Duhnmharu · 12 days ago
Know your enemy, know yourself and you will prevail. Obama is the enemy of ISrael has sold her out many times over. Spying is fair game. If Americans dont like it, get rid of your president who usurps your constitution , lies at the drop of a hat, has Muslim Brotherhood installed in high placed in office and is basically making America circle the drain. Impeach O liar in chief

fred capio · 12 days ago
A much better report in a German magazine states that Kaspersky itself was invaded and the spyware remained undiscovered for several months. This is brilliant. The best way to test a spyware of this complexity without additional costs is to invade a company like Kaspersky and wait how long it takes to be discovered. Once it is discovered you read the report and improve the next version based on the report's analysis. If this was Israel I would be very proud....

Don Basson · 12 days ago
Outrageous if Israel told American members of Congress what Obama is up to. I mean, it's not as if the Congress is a co-equal branch of the US Government.

senexfortunatus · 12 days ago
Very reassuring to know (if the report is accurate) that the Israelis are doing what they need to do. Imagine how different things might have been if we had been able to eavesdrop on (among others) the Wannsee conference!

Harold Howe → senexfortunatus · 12 days ago
The US should cut off all aid to Israel and join the bds movement.

If Israel wants to act as our enemy, they should be treated as such.
Should Germany boycott the US for tapping our Chancellor's phone? I'm sure I can find a few intellectually challenged people who would favour that.

Harold Howe • Walhalla • 12 days ago

That would not be in Germany's national interest, of course.

However, Israel is trying to undercut the efforts of the USA and its partners in the PS5+1 to make a deal with Iran.

That's quite a different matter.

May you can find a new benefactor to replace the USA.

Israel has already squandered all moral authority it ever might have had in the way it treats the Palestinian Arabs.

Walhalla • Harold Howe • 12 days ago

You are very inconsistent in your approach. If it's the potential spying you criticise, you should do the same about the US spying on its allies which is happening on a much larger scale.

Harold Howe • Walhalla • 12 days ago

Nonsense. My comment has to do with Israel alienating its only friend and benefactor, the USA.

Walhalla • Harold Howe • 12 days ago

I safely assume that you have no certainty if (1) spying has taken place, (2) if it has, who is behind it, (3) if the US was spied on, and (4) if the US may have consented. Allegations from a private Russian security firm have to be taken with more than a grain of salt. Unless you just want to use it as another excuse to vilify Israel which seems to be one if your favourite pastimes.

Harold Howe • Walhalla • 12 days ago

Nonsense. Your comment has nothing to do with Israeli spying on its only friend and benefactor and alienating it by undercutting its efforts with its P5+1 partners to make a deal with Iran.

May you can find a new benefactor to replace the USA.

elle909 • Harold Howe • 12 days ago

Israel is the one threatened by Iran on weekly bases If any one has the right to know the skimming that goes on In this so called negotiations is Israel So if you are so worried about your palestinian brothers, just move there Unless your all ready there
If you think alienating Israel's only ally and benefactor will help it, you're nuts.

Now throw another tantrum.

The Palestinians are as much your brothers as they are mine.

You're just showing that you only care about Jews...

You're stereotypical.

---

Yes, you are

How does that equate to the article?

Israel spying on the USA and then publicly trying to to use the information against the USA is the subject of the article. Did you miss that?

Your response is stereotypically childish, deflective and dishonest.

You left out the part of my comment about Israel has publicly tried to use the information against the USA....and, of course, how Israel is trying to interfere in the efforts of the USA and its partners in the PS5+1 to make a deal with Iran. All you're doing is confirming why the US should cut off aid to Israel and join the bds movement.

Israel can, of course, cut off its non-existent aid to the USA and find a new benefactor.

Gee, I was about to say the same about your naivete, but then of course you would merely return to you lack of knowledge of the real world.

You're showing just how stereotypically childish, deflective and dishonest you are.
You can't refute or address Israel's attempt to undermine the efforts of the USA and its partners in the PS5+1 to make a deal with Iran, so you lash out with insults like a spoiled little child.

You're a joke.

semsem5 • 12 days ago

LOL

No wonder the Jews are brilliant.

Can't hide anything from us.

Ariel • semsem5 • 12 days ago

who are 'we'?

Partyforever • 12 days ago

In any case, if this is true, it means that Pres. Obama and the P5 negotiated a deal with Iran, not one that makes common sense. Just a deal, any deal.

Mickey Oberman • 12 days ago

"Many believe" negates all the accusations.

Partyforever • Mickey Oberman • 12 days ago

They traced it back to the PM's office I hope.

StrangeOneClearcut • 12 days ago

Israel Virus ??? Israel has no stinking virus.Irael is in great shape.Normal Temp.no sickness.

Campus Maximus • 12 days ago

Republicans are racist and even anti semitic! It's a cosmic fact! Here's the proof! o.O

http://republicansareracists.c...

Screenshot of a post made by a Jew hating Republican:
http://s1373.photobucket.com/u...

Screenshot of a post made by a Black hating Republican:
http://s1373.photobucket.com/u...

Screenshot of a post made by a Gay hating Republican:
http://s1373.photobucket.com/u...

Screenshot of a post made by a Muslim hating Republican:
http://s1373.photobucket.com/u...

Racism is evil.

Republicans are racists.
Why are Republicans so evil? :*(

semsem5 → Campus Maximus • 12 days ago

And some Democrats are not Antisemitic?

We saw it at the Democratic Convention a few years ago when quite a few attendees booed Israel.

Campus Maximus → semsem5 • 12 days ago

You confuse disagreement for antisemitism.

Nancy Beckham • 12 days ago

Spying on Alley; That is What Friends are For !!

Viruses are better; Remember When J. Pollard attempted to take refugee; the Israeli embassy refused!

elle909 → Nancy Beckham • 12 days ago

Since when is Iran an alia

shref40 → Nancy Beckham • 12 days ago

An alley is a minor street running behind buildings. An ally is a friend.

Are you sure you are in school? Oh wait. I forgot. Berkeley.

Campus Maximus → shref40 • 12 days ago

Berkeley is actually quite difficult to get in to... just UCLA is.

semsem5 → Nancy Beckham • 12 days ago

And the Americans don't spy on Israel nor on Germany?

What an Antisemitic hypocrite you are lady.

Partyforever → semsem5 • 12 days ago

She's never heard of Edward Snowden.

Partyforever • 12 days ago

This is ridiculous, that Israel could influence diplomacy between Iran and the P5. I have to laugh. If only.

Walhalla • 12 days ago

If true, I'm impressed.
Wall Street Journal quotes cybersecurity experts who detected viral spyware which many BELIEVE was used by Israel.

'Israel virus USED to spy on hotels which hosted Iran nuclear.

There is a great difference between the words Believe and your Headline "USED"

So WHY JUMP TO CONCLUSIONS.....MANY COUNTRIES BESIDE ISRAEL HAVE THESE MEANS>>>>

Google Kaspersky: "We Want Our Unfair Share" of IT Security Market
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Steinitz: US report on Iran terrorism should end delusions about nuclear program

Mofaz lands in London without incident, is met by Israeli embassy staff

Ambulance carrying wounded Syrians attacked outside Israeli Druse village

Law NGO to seek ICC prosecutor’s disqualification
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